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BACKGROUND
The Colorado River is the most important water resource in the Southwestern United States

• Most of the streamflow is
generated in the Upper
Basin
• Lower Basin dry and hot
• Snow-dominant runoff
production

Udall & Overpeck, 2017

How can we better understand the basin’s hydrological
processes and improve surface modeling?
•

Traditionally surface hydrological modeling is calibrated
and evaluated against flow records at basin outlets

•

Can we gain more information from remotely sensed
products?

APPROACH
• In this study, we start from a well-established
hydrological simulation in the Colorado River
Basin with good streamflow performance
§ We use the VIC model (Liang et al., 1994)
§ Study period: 2003-2018

• We aim to improve the spatial patterns of the
simulation with MOIDS satellite products: land
surface temperature (LST) and snow cover
fraction (SCF)
§ MODIS LST has two records per day: daytime and
nighttime (MYD11A1)
§ For SCF, we use monthly SCF products (MYD10CM)

Monthly Flow at Imperial Dam

APPROACH
• Evaluating model performance against MODIS LST and SCF fields
• We employed a stepwise strategy to improve the modeling process
(Forcing, Vegetation Parameters, and then Snow Module)

Baseline Simulation

Forcing Adjustment
(Forcing-adj)

Vegetation
Parameter
Adjustment
(Veg-adj)

These adjustments will be later explained in detail

Snow Module
Adjustment
(Snow-adj)

DATASETS
• The Livneh dataset as forcing input
• MODIS fields
§ Daily Level-3 (L3) Land Surface Temperature (LST; MYD11A1)
§ Monthly L3 Snow Cover (MYD10CM)

• AmeriFlux station observations
§ Temperature recorded derived from observed longwave records

AmeriFlux Station Locations

Comparison to LST In-situ Measurements

Boxplots of CC, RMSE, and bias derived from comparing VIC and MODIS LST to
observational records at each AmeriFlux site.

Ø MODIS is generally better than VIC
Ø Nighttime result is better than the day

VIC LST Comparison to MOIDS
LST metrics of the Baseline
Ø CC is always high
Ø Nighttime RMSE is lower
than the day

Spatial maps of the temporal
comparison metrics (CC, RMSE,
and bias) derived by comparing
VIC and MODIS LST daily
records at each individual pixel

Forcing Adjustment

(a)

(b)

(a) Maps of temporal
average bias of the
Livneh forcing
temperature (forcing
minus MODIS) at each
pixel
(b) Scatter plots of
forcing bias vs VIC
LST bias.

Ø Nighttime LST bias is controlled by forcing temperature input
Ø Alder & Hostetler (2019) found Livneh forcing temperature was colder than PRISM in the
mountainous regions of CRB
• Apply PRISM for bias-correction

Vegetation Parameters Adjustment

Ø To minimize uncertainties in veg parameters, we first implemented
dynamic veg parameters and bias-corrected fv based on NLCD
products (rescaling)
Ø Then calibrated other poorly constrained veg parameters to
improve LST performance

Snow Adjustment
Ø Updated snow physics
• Improve longwave radiation into
snowpack for unvegetated part
Ø Adjusted snow melting albedo parameter

VIC LST Improvements
Nighttime
Baseline
RMSE

Forcing-adj

Veg-adj

Snow-adj

Ø Nighttime RMSE in some pixels
decreased after forcing is
corrected with PRISM
Ø Other changes do not affect
nighttime results much

Bias

Maps of the temporal comparison
metrics (RMSE and bias) between VIC
and MODIS nighttime LST

VIC LST Improvements
Daytime
Baseline
RMSE

Forcing-adj

Veg-adj

Snow-adj

Ø Veg-adj can improve daytime
LST performance significantly

Bias

Maps of the temporal comparison
metrics (RMSE and bias) between VIC
and MODIS daytime LST

Snow Cover Fraction Comparison
Baseline
(a)

Veg-adj

Snow-adj

(a) Maps of VIC monthly snow
cover fraction bias
(b) Multiyear monthly mean timeseries plot of snow cover fraction
averaged over the snow-dominant
cells

Ø Snow Cover bias (VIC-MODIS) is greatly
improved through our snow-related
adjustments
(b)

Improved Uncertainty Ranges
Boxplots of CC, RMSE, and Bias
between time series of VIC and MODIS
LST in the pixels within the CRB and
three representative sub-basins
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Ø Ranges of uncertainties decrease
through our adjustments
Ø Daytime is mainly improved by Vegadj
Ø Nighttime is primarily improved by
Forcing-adj

Impacts on Streamflow Performance
Ø Forcing-adj and Vegadj degrade VIC flow
slightly
•

Can’t have both LST
and flow (Corbari &
Mancini, 2014; Crow
et al., 2003)

Ø Snow-adj led to great
overestimate of peak
•

•

Incorporating MODIS
snow cover reduces
VIC streamflow
accuracy (Tang &
Lettenmaier, 2010)
Flow recalibration
affects the LST
performance

Monthly time-series plots of naturalized flow (NFL; grey) and VIC flow

CONCLUSIONS
ØThe spatial field of LST can be greatly improve with updated forcing and vegetation
parameters
§ Bias in simulated nighttime temperature is dominated by forcing temperature
§ Adjustment of vegetation parameters significantly improves VIC simulated daytime temperature

ØThe uncertainty ranges of the evaluation metrics also shrink significantly through our
adjustments
ØCorrection of snow cover fraction with regarding to MODIS records affect the streamflow
prediction
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